Magnetization Transfer Imaging in Premanifest and Manifest Huntington Disease

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: MTI has the potential to detect abnormalities in normal-appearing white and gray matter on conventional MR imaging. Early detection methods and disease progression markers are needed in HD research. Therefore, we investigated MTI parameters and their clinical correlates in premanifest and manifest HD.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: From the Leiden TRACK-HD study, 78 participants (28 controls, 25 PMGC, 25 MHD) were included. Brain segmentation of cortical gray matter, white matter, caudate nucleus, putamen, pallidum, thalamus, amygdala, and hippocampus was performed using FSL’s automated tools FAST and FIRST. Individual MTR values were calculated from these regions and MTR histograms constructed. Regression analysis of MTR measures from all gene carriers with clinical measures was performed.

RESULTS: MTR peak height was reduced in both cortical gray (P = .01) and white matter (P = .006) in manifest HD compared with controls. Mean MTR was also reduced in cortical gray matter (P = .01) and showed a trend in white matter (P = .052). Deep gray matter structures showed a uniform pattern of reduced MTR values (P < .05). No differences between premanifest gene carriers and controls were found. MTR values correlated with disease burden and motor and cognitive impairment.

CONCLUSIONS: Throughout the brain, disturbances in MTI parameters are apparent in early HD and are homogeneous across white and gray matter. The correlation of MTI with clinical measures indicates the potential to act as a disease monitor in clinical trials. However, our study does not provide evidence for MTI as a marker in premanifest HD.

ABBRVIATIONS: CAG = cytosine-adenosine-guanine; HD = Huntington disease; MHD = early manifest HD patients; MMSE = Mini-Mental State Examination; MTI = magnetization transfer imaging; MTR = magnetization transfer ratio; PMGC = premanifest HD gene carriers; UHDRS = United Huntington’s Disease Rating Scale

Huntington disease (HD) is a progressive neurodegenerative genetic brain disorder with clinical features consisting of motor signs, cognitive impairment, and psychiatric disturbances. Disease onset is typically during midlife.1 Since genetic testing became available for this autosomal dominant inheritable disease, it has become possible to identify premanifest gene carriers and, in this way, ascertain with certainty that they will eventually develop the disease. The disease is caused by a genetic defect on chromosome 4 that results in an expanded polyglutamine in the gene coding for the huntingtin protein.2 This mutant huntingtin predominantly affects the brain, resulting in malfunction and loss of neurons. Histopathologically, the disease is characterized by cellular loss of gray matter structures, most profoundly that of the medium spiny neurons within the striatum, and also significant white matter volume loss.3

Sensitive and reliable biomarkers are needed for evaluating clinical trials in HD. The challenges in this field relate to the fact that a biomarker should be able to monitor pathophysiological changes not only in the manifest phase but also in the preceding premanifest stage, when no overt symptoms exist. MR imaging characterization of brain changes is regarded as a potential source of biomarkers, as previous studies have shown that atrophy of the striatum is already apparent a decade or more before symptom onset.4–6 In addition, abnormalities in white matter7,8 and cortical gray matter5 have been reported. It is likely that the underlying pathologic processes resulting in brain atrophy occur before or in concurrence with the volumetric changes.

MTI has the potential to quantify the pathologic changes in central nervous system disorders in the normal-appearing white and gray matter on conventional MR imaging sequences.9,10 MTI offers a way of examining tissue structure and structural components that are normally not resolvable with conventional MR imaging.11 This allows for examination of structural integrity in a different and possibly more sensitive manner than volumetric changes alone. The technique of MTI relies on interaction between protons in free fluid and protons bound to macromolecules. The magnetization saturation and relaxation within macromolecules affect the observable signal intensity. The MTR, representing the percentage of variation in the MR signal intensity between the saturated and unsatu-
rated acquisitions, is an effective and simple MTI measure to use as a clinical application. MTI has been used to characterize many different disorders, including multiple sclerosis, Alzheimer disease, and Parkinson disease. 9

This study aims to examine MTR measures in a well-defined premanifest and manifest HD population, and to determine associations between MTR and clinical features of HD. By examining MTR in this sample, we aim to advance understanding of the timing of pathophysiological changes in HD and also evaluate the suitability of MTI/MTR as a potential biomarker for HD.

Materials and Methods

Subjects
Of the 90 participants from the Leiden TRACK-HD study, 12 did not receive MTI scanning due to either unexpected claustrophobia or time constraints of the full TRACK-HD protocol, resulting in 78 participants. The cohort consisted of 3 groups: 28 healthy controls, 25 PMGC, and 25 MHD. Inclusion criteria for the PMGC consisted of genetically confirmed expanded CAG repeat ≥40, a disease burden score calculated as ([CAG repeat length–35.5] × Age) of >25015 and absence of motor abnormalities on the UHDRS, defined as a total motor score of ≤5. Inclusion criteria for MHD consisted of genetically confirmed CAG repeat ≥40, presence of motor abnormalities on the UHDRS-total motor score of >5. In addition, a total functional capacity score of 7 or higher was required to ensure that the HD group was in the earliest disease stages. Healthy gene-negative family members, spouses, or partners were recruited as control subjects. Exclusion criteria consisted of significant (neurologic) comorbidity, active major psychiatric disturbance, and MRI imaging incompatibility. Full details on recruitment are available from the TRACK-HD baseline paper. 5 Local institutional review board approval and written informed consent were obtained from all participants.

Imaging Sequences
All 78 participants underwent scanning on a 3T whole-body scanner (Philips Healthcare, Best, the Netherlands) with an 8-channel receive and transmit coil. T1-weighted image volumes were acquired using an ultrafast gradient-echo 3D acquisition sequence with the following imaging parameters: TR = 7.7 ms, TE = 3.5 ms, flip angle = 8°, FOV = 24 cm, matrix size 224 × 224 × 164, with sagittal sections to cover the entire brain with a section thickness of 1.0 mm.

A 3D gradient MTI sequence was subsequently performed with the following parameters: TR = 100 ms, TE = 11 ms, flip angle = 9°, matrix 224 × 180 × 144 mm, and voxel size 1.0 × 1.0 × 7.2 mm. Two consecutive imaging sets were acquired, one with and one without a saturation pulse. The imaging parameters are identical to those described by Jurgens et al. 13 Total scanning time for T1-weighted and MTI sequences was 12 minutes maximum.

Postprocessing
T1-weighted images were segmented using FAST14 and FIRST15,16 from FSL. 17 This provided individual brain masks for the total white matter, cortical gray matter, caudate nucleus, putamen, pallidum, thalamus, amygdala, and hippocampus. To correct for possible partial volume effects, an eroded mask of these segmentations was created by removing 1 voxel in-plane for all named VOIs. All brain masks were then registered to the MTI volumes using the transform obtained from linear registration of the T1-weighted volume with 7 degrees of freedom (FSL FLIRT). MTR is calculated per voxel as M0-Ms/M0, whereby Ms is the saturated image and M0 is the unsaturated image. The mean MTR per VOI was calculated. Additionally, to represent voxel-based MTR variations/variability within each VOI, we constructed MTR histograms and calculated MTR peak height using FSL-STATS. Mean MTR and MTR peak height normalized for the size of the volume of interest were the primary outcome variables.

Clinical Measures
A total measure of motor dysfunction was obtained with the UHDRS-total motor score (range 0–124). Quantification of subtle motor dysfunction by measuring variability of dominant-hand finger tapping and tongue protrusion force was achieved with force transducer-based quantitative motor assessments. 18, 19 The tapping and tongue measures are expressed as a logarithmic number; higher numbers represent more motor disturbances. Total functional capacity score (range 0–13) and MMSE for global assessment of cognitive functioning (range 0–30) were obtained. Cognitive scores included the total scores from the Symbol Digit Modality Test, Stroop word reading card, Trail-Making Test A and B, and verbal fluency. For the Trail-Making Test, a subtraction of Trail-Making Test B minus Trail-Making Test A was used to minimize the potential effects of motor speed on performance. The University of Pennsylvania Smell Identification Test (Sensonic, Haddon Heights, New Jersey) quantifies smell ability with a 20-item smell test and is known to correlate to clinical features of neurodegenerative diseases. 20 An IQ estimate was obtained with the Dutch Adult Reading Test (a validated translation of the National Adult Reading Test). For assessment of psychiatric disturbances the Beck Depression Inventory II, the Problem Behaviour Assessment, short version, and the Frontal Systems Behavior 21 were used. Predicted years until disease onset was calculated for PMGC as described in the TRACK-HD baseline paper. For a more detailed description of these clinical assessments, see Tabrizi et al (2009). 5

Statistics
Statistical analysis was performed using the Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS, Version 17.0.2; SPSS, Chicago, Illinois). An analysis of variance was conducted for all demographic variables. For group comparisons, all MTR values were analyzed in a 3-group analysis of variance, with post hoc analysis to determine differences between groups.

Hierarchical multiple regression analysis was performed to ascertain the relationship of MTR values with clinical measures. For this analysis only gene carriers (premanifest + manifest) were included, as the aim was to examine the relationship to disease progression. MTR values and 14 different clinical assessments were assessed for all regions of interest. In the hierarchical regression, age and sex were entered at step 1, thus correcting for the influence of these variables. This was applied for all motor and general assessments; for the specific cognitive tasks (Symbol Digit Modality Test, Stroop word reading, verbal fluency, and Trail-Making Test), IQ was also entered at step 1, as IQ can have a significant impact on cognitive scores.

Results
Demographic variables (Table 1) show that there were no differences between the groups in terms of age or CAG repeat length but that there was a significant difference (P < .05) between groups for all clinical tests, except for IQ and the Frontal Systems Behavior scores.

MTR peak height was significantly reduced in the MHD...
Table 1: Group characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Control Mean (SD)</th>
<th>PMGC Mean (SD)</th>
<th>MHD Mean (SD)</th>
<th>Between Groups P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>48.3 (8.0)</td>
<td>43.6 (8.5)</td>
<td>48.4 (10.9)</td>
<td>.131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAS larger allele</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>42.7 (2.6)</td>
<td>43.3 (2.8)</td>
<td>.182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UHDRS TMS</td>
<td>2.3 (2.3)</td>
<td>2.5 (1.5)</td>
<td>22.9 (11.4)</td>
<td>.000*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFC</td>
<td>12.96 (0.2)</td>
<td>12.56 (0.8)</td>
<td>10.2 (2.1)</td>
<td>.000*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YTO</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>7.06 (1.99)</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IO</td>
<td>104 (9)</td>
<td>100 (11)</td>
<td>99 (12)</td>
<td>.260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMSE</td>
<td>29.1 (1.2)</td>
<td>28.7 (1.5)</td>
<td>27.2 (2.6)</td>
<td>.001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tongue force</td>
<td>3.56 (0.40)</td>
<td>3.97 (0.51)</td>
<td>4.08 (0.65)</td>
<td>.000*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tapping</td>
<td>11.6 (5.8)</td>
<td>16.7 (8.5)</td>
<td>30.9 (18.2)</td>
<td>.000*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDMT</td>
<td>50.6 (9.3)</td>
<td>50.7 (10.2)</td>
<td>35.7 (11.10)</td>
<td>.000*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stroop</td>
<td>98.1 (14.2)</td>
<td>93.0 (13.7)</td>
<td>76.7 (20.6)</td>
<td>.000*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMT</td>
<td>33.5 (23.5)</td>
<td>43.2 (26.9)</td>
<td>90.3 (73.6)</td>
<td>.000*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verbal fluency</td>
<td>26.8 (8.7)</td>
<td>33.3 (14.1)</td>
<td>20.8 (14.5)</td>
<td>.015*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPSIT</td>
<td>15.89 (2.9)</td>
<td>14.6 (2.5)</td>
<td>12.3 (2.8)</td>
<td>.000*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BDI</td>
<td>4.8 (5.9)</td>
<td>7.0 (7.7)</td>
<td>11.1 (10.2)</td>
<td>.020*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBA</td>
<td>6.4 (8.1)</td>
<td>7.8 (8.5)</td>
<td>14.6 (14.7)</td>
<td>.017*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FrSBe</td>
<td>78.1 (19.6)</td>
<td>85.9 (23.8)</td>
<td>87.3 (21.6)</td>
<td>.259</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note—Group characteristics. n.a. indicates not applicable; TMS, total motor score; TFC, total functional capacity; YTO, predicted years to disease onset; SDMT, Symbol Digit Modality Test; TMT, Trail-Making Test; UPSIT, University of Pennsylvania Smell Identification Test; BDI-II, Beck-Depression Inventory, 2nd version; PBA, Problem Behaviour Assessment, short version; FrSBe, Frontal Systems Behavior. * indicates a significant finding (P < 0.05).

Discussion

MTI applied in HD reveals disturbances throughout the brain in early HD compared with controls and PMGC. Disease burden, and quantitative motor and cognitive measures, have a strong correlation with MTR values, leading to the conclusion that MTI can possibly be used to track disease progression. No abnormalities are quantifiable in the premanifest stages of the disease compared with controls, which suggests that MTI, though perhaps a good disease monitor, is not an early marker of the disease.

Currently, conventional structural MR imaging and DTI are the 2 most widely applied methods in HD research with respect to the search for a MR imaging biomarker covering all disease stages of HD. Only 3 reports on MTI in HD are available.13,22,23 The value derived from MTI is the MTR value per brain voxel and is thought to represent structural integrity. The value quantifies the extent of magnetization from the nonwater components in the region at hand. The most frequently reported outcome measures of MTR are mean MTR and MTR peak height. Mean MTR represents the average MTR value of all voxels in a region of interest, with lower mean MTR corresponding to poorer integrity. MTR peak height reflects the most frequently occurring MTR value in a region of interest when all the MTR values are set out in a MTR histogram. When each MTR value occurs less frequently, the histogram becomes broader and the maximum peak height decreases. This reduction represents reduced capacity to optimally exchange magnetization over the region of interest, hence representing reduced structural integrity.13,24 For example, in white matter, myelin is the main component and therefore MTR is thought to relate to myelinization or myelin integrity. To which cellular structure, whether neurons or glia cells, MTR in gray matter specifically refers is unknown. In our study, it does not solely reflect atrophy, as the differences found in peak height were corrected for size of the volume examined, thereby accounting for atrophy. From histopathological studies we know that medium spiny neurons in HD are most affected, making these the most likely source of the differences.

In the current study, we found that both MTR measures were significantly reduced in the manifest stages of HD in cortical gray matter, deep gray matter structures, and white matter. This finding conflicts with the findings of Mascarelli et al, who reported no differences between a group of 21 gene carriers (of which 19 manifest HD) and controls.25 The differences could be explained by the fact that Mascarelli et al applied a different (manual) segmentation technique, used a lower field strength, included a slightly smaller group, and did not examine MTR peak height. In our study, mean MTR does show significant results but not in the white matter. In general we found that the peak height tended to be the more sensitive MTR measure rather than the mean MTR. The study by Jurgens et al13 is comparable to our study, with the same type of scanner and analysis. We replicate their findings, as they also demonstrated a lack of group difference between PMGC and controls. Furthermore, the clinical correlation of the MTI peak height with clinical measures in gene carriers is confirmed in our study, and this knowledge is extended from a premanifest study group to both PMGC and MHD.13 Ginestrioni et al25 applied a similar methodology to our study, as
both used the FSL tools for segmentation. The main difference between these 2 studies is that we examined explicitly pre-manifest and manifest groups separately instead of a “gene carrier group with a range of clinical severity.” The outcomes of the studies are highly comparable with reduced MTR in subcortical and cortical gray matter. The absence of white matter...
matter differences in mean MTR is similar in both reports. However, we did find white matter differences with an outcome measure not examined by Ginestroni et al.23, namely, MTR peak height. Finally, the correlation of MTR values with clinical measures was similarly reported by both studies.23

The finding of reduced MTR measures throughout the brain is remarkably homogeneous. This seems in contrast to the volumetric data available in HD research. Striatal degeneration is the key feature of brain pathology in HD, yet evermore evidence is building up that, though the damage starts in the striatum, HD is truly a whole brain disease, as numerous volumetric studies demonstrate widespread volumetric loss in both gray and white matter.25 So the seemingly paradoxical homogeneity is really not that surprising.

The application of MTI and its relationship to clinical severity has been demonstrated in other neurologic diseases such as multiple sclerosis and Alzheimer disease.10,26-30 Our findings indicate that MTI measures in HD correlate with disease burden, specific motor tasks, and cognitive measures in this study population. The finding of correlations of MTI with specific clinical parameters indicates that MTI is a good reflection of the disease status, as shown by motor and cognitive measures. Furthermore, the disease burden, which encompasses the CAG-repeat length, has been demonstrated to correlate with striatal degeneration and predicted time to disease onset,12 therefore indirectly linking MTI outcomes to such measures.

The lack of significant group differences between PMGC and controls was unexpected. We anticipated differences on the basis of previous reports on white matter integrity loss in premanifest HD using DTI.7,8,31 DTI can be used to examine protons in free water and their diffusive properties in more than 1 way, namely, the strength of the directional of diffusivity (fractional anisotropy), the average amount of diffusivity (mean diffusivity), and also the amount of diffusivity in either the radial and axial direction. DTI has the potential for examining and quantifying many features of brain tissue, all captured by the terms structural integrity and/or organization. In white matter, DTI is heavily influenced by axonal membranes and myelin sheaths.33 In contrast, MTI can be used to examine tissue structure according to the protons bound to macromolecules.33 As myelin is the main component of white matter, MTI is thought to mainly represent myelin integrity. Therefore, these techniques characterize fundamentally different aspects of brain tissue, possibly explaining (part of) the differences found between DTI studies and MTI studies. The question remains whether DTI or MTI is more sensitive in detecting the pathologic neuronal integrity breakdown. However, answering this question was not the aim of this study.

The potential role for MTI as a biomarker in HD is apparent, as there are both significant differences between groups and a clear relationship to clinical measures. However, MTI may be sensitive to a particular (early) disease state and not to all disease stages in HD. Longitudinal follow-up is needed to confirm this. The biomarker role for MTI has already been suggested in Alzheimer disease by Ridha et al.30, and the reports of using MTI as a biomarker in MS are building,24 strengthening the possibility for MTI as a biomarker in neurodegenerative disorders such as HD. TRACK-HD is specifically designed for longitudinal assessment of potential biomarkers and is therefore the ideal platform to confirm the findings longitudinally.

Limitations of our study relate to the fact that the automated segmentation technique has not specifically been validated for HD. However, we used these only for obtaining the brain regions of interest. Furthermore, we accounted for some possible incorrect segmentation and/or partial volume effects using an eroded version of the brain masks. A limitation could also be that we have chosen a region of interest–based analysis as opposed to voxelwise analysis. However, as the morphology of the structures at hand changes due to the disease, registration issues could be a severe problem, not to mention that the mean MTR can remain constant while intensities do change. Therefore, region of interest–based analysis is potentially more sensitive. Furthermore, we examined voxel-based variations within structures by representing this in histograms of each VOI. Another limitation could be that the exploratory nature of this study accounted for a high number of correlations included, which could lead to false-positive results. It seems, however, that MTI measures are fairly stable in every region we examined and provide a rather uniform picture of group differences and clinical correlation outcomes. Finally, a limitation of MTI in general is the limited reproducibility across centers, as the magnetization transfer phenomenon is dependent on many technical parameters and lack of a standardized protocol.8

Conclusions

MTI demonstrates that whole-brain disturbances are apparent in early HD and, furthermore, that these structural integrity differences seem to be relatively homogeneous throughout the brain in early HD. The strong correlations to clinical features, especially motor and cognitive measures, suggest that there is potential for this analysis to serve as a disease monitor in future clinical trials. However, MTI does not seem to be an early marker of HD, as no disturbances in MTI measures can be detected in the premanifest stages of the disease.
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